Touch table
round and connected

Turn your table into a unique experience !
Coconote® between design and technologie

Well rounded design
With its elegant design and its perfect
ergonomics,
Coconote®
invites
to
collaborate with a high level of conviviality.

An exceptional screen
It’s UHD display’s resolution is 1920x1920
pixels. The result is a very high fidelity
image, that magnify every details !

75 cm

Resistant and robust
The screen is protected by a 6mm
tempered glass, that provide really strong
robustness. Coconote® is water-proof and
shock-resistant.

Models and stands
Coconote® is available as 75 or 120cm
diameter and in black or white color. Chose
between three different fixed height stands
(40, 80 et 100cm) or an adjustable height
stand.

120 cm

4x USB ports

Embedded computer

Integrated speaker

To ensure a fluid experience,
Coconote® has an Intel® Core™
7e
generation
processor
embedded with 8Go RAM
memory and SSD storage.

HDMI output
WiFi, RJ45 and 4G/LTE (optional)

The first collective and operating system
A brand new OS
Collao is your Coconote®’s heartbeat. Based on a linux
kernel, it’s the only multi-user and multi-applications operating
system that give real collaborative features.

Collective user interface
On the Coconote®, each user has it’s own personal
window. He can interact with applications alone or
switch to full screen mode for a collaborative
experience.

A lot of amazing features
Everything is at your fingertips ! Multimedia viewers,
embedded web browser, e-mails, annotate and share
contents, wifi management, additional vertical screen,
USB stick to browse…

Apps for every usages
With Collao you get a plenty of applications that can be
customized. Go to the Store on Configo website to check,
discover and add new applications to your Coconotes® !

Essential apps

Gallery

Web Browser

Display all your files : videos,
photos, documents… You can
zoom it, move it, annotate and
share it with your fingertips.
An unforgettable experience
guaranteed !

Surf your favorites websites
with this last generation web
browser based on Google
Chrome. Embed your own
web apps easily thanks to
Configo !

Catalog

Quiz

Let your customers order from
their table ! Create your
product catalog on Configo
and
organize
items
in
categories. A must have for a
restaurant !

In solo mode “MCQ” or as a full
screen application “multi-user
challenge” Quiz is perfectly
suitable to test your audience
knowledge and to “gamify”
group formation and training .

Form

Interactive Map

Create easily your own forms
with a professional and
elegant
design.
Collect
detailed contact information,
drive a satisfaction survey or
ask your visitors for a review.

To facilitate visitors orientation
into your professional premises
or to show your international
implantation, Map is perfect to
valorize your points of interest

Other apps to discover on Configo’s Store

3D

Social
Wall

Fortune
Wheel

Puzzle

Whack a
Mole

Show

Coconote®, an innovative solution
suitable for many sectors

SHOW & EVENTS

CULTURE & MUSEUMS

For exhibitions, trade fairs, congresses, or
team building events, Coconote ® is the
perfect solution to create a digital
animation in a convivial way

For Museums and cultural places,
Coconote® makes the difference and
digitalize your visitors’ journey !

WORKING & TRAINING

TOURISM

In a company for a speed and efficient
meeting, or for long training sessions,
Coconote® helps you to collaborate
with your co-workers .

In a tourist office, Coconote® brings you to
the best level of digitalization to
inform and welcome visitors.

HOSPITALITY & RESTAURANT

POINT OF SALES

To welcome your guests and give them
information, and to allow them to order
directly from the touch table, Coconote®
offers a brand new digital experience.

For real estate agency, banking or into a
shop, Coconote® digitalizes the shopping
experience. Your customers will love it !

Online administration plateform that makes your life simple !
Thanks to Configo, get a continuous access to the back office of your
Coconotes. From this website, you have control to customize every
details of your Coconotes and its applications !

Compose and set-up online

Your Coconotes® synchronized

There is nothing easier with Configo,
you browse the applications store and
in a few clicks you generate your own
customized applications. Configo can
be used anywhere in a web browser !

They just need an internet connection
to be up-to-date and synch with
Configo. You can manage a single or
a fleet of Coconotes® remotely.

Your super-power with Configo
Explore the applications Store
Compose your own Apps in a few clicks
Set-up parameters of your Coconotes®
Manage a fleet of Coconotes® remotely

Date sheet
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
External diameter
Active area diameter
Optimal users number
Thickness
Weight
Available colors
TOUCH SCREEN
Screen technology
Resolution
Luminosity
Viewing angle
Contrast
Latency
Number of touches
EMBEDDED COMPUTER
Processor
RAM memory
Hard drive
Connectivity
Network

75 cm

120 cm

77,5 cm
117 cm
47,3 cm
70,3 cm
2 to 4
2 to 8
8 cm
10 cm
17 kg
40 kg
Black / White in standard or custom
LCD - capacitive
1920 x 1920
300 cd/m²
178°, 178°
1000 : 1
5ms
40

LCD - capacitive
1900 x 1900
400 cd/m²
178°, 178°
1000 : 1
6ms
40

Intel ® Core I5 7200U

Intel ® Core I5 7200U

8 Go RAM DDR4
SSD 120Go

8 Go RAM DDR4
SSD 120Go

4xUSB 3.0 – 1xHDMI - 1xRJ45
Ethernet - Wifi - Bluetooth - 4G/LTE (optional)

OTHER
Audio
Cleaning
Resistance
ENVIRONMENT
Conditions
Operating temperature
Humidity
Power supply
Electrical consumption

1x 20W RMS - 70 à 18000Hz
Cloth and glass washer
IP33, waterproof, shock resistant
For indoor use only
0°C to +35°C
0°C to +35°C
0% à 75%
0% à 75%
110V-220V, 50 Hz
110V-220V, 50 Hz
Max 150W
Max 200W
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